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Abstract

minimization algorithm for electronic structure calculations using
for systems with a gap is developed to solve for nonorthogonal

Warmier-like orbitals in the spirit of [E. B: Stechel, A. R. Williams, and P. J. Feibelman,
Phys. Rev. B 49, 10008 (1994)]. The search for the occupied sub-space is a Grassmam
conjugate gradient algorithm generalized from the al~orit~ of [-4. Edelman, T. -~. Arias,
and S. T. Smith, SLAM J. on Matrix Anal. Appl. 20, 303 (1998)]. The gradient takes into
account the nonorthogonality of a local atom-centered basis, gaussian in our
implementation. With a localization constraint on the Wannier-like orbitals, well-
constructed sparse matrix multiplies lead to O(N) scaling of the computationally
intensive parts of the algorithm. Using silicon carbide as a test system, the accuracy,
convergence, and implementation of this algorithm as a quantitative alternative to
diagonalization are investigated. Results up to 1458 atoms on a single processor are
presented.
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I. Introduction

In the past decade, numerous minimization techniques have appeared in the
condensed matter literature for solving for the ground state in electronic structure
calculations. 1-19A common bottleneck in Hartree-Fock @F), density fi.mctional theory
(DFT), and tight-binding (TB) methods has been the Ore’] scal~g in the computational .
effort required to generate the ground state solution, where N is proportional to the
number of particles in the system. For systems with an energy gap, e.g. insulators,
semiconductors, or molecules, minimization techniques offer methods to calculate the
charge densities and total energies with computational effort that scales linearly, O(N),
with the size of the system.

Minimization techniques achieve linear scaling by taking advantage of well-
known chemical intuition recently summarized in the “near-sightedness” principle.19
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Two sufficiently separated regions of a molecule, bulk system, surface, etc. should not
interact strongly. Implicit in this principle is a localization condition: what is a range
beyond which interactions can be neglected? This is not a deterministic question, but is a
balance between accuracy and computational efficiency. Smaller localization regions (see
Sec. V) imply longer range interactions are truncated, leading to reduced accuracy, but
lead to computational savings as fewer matrix elements need be computed. Thus, the
O(N) minimization techniques have mostly been implemented in TB methods, where the
interaction are shorter ranged (cf. HI? and DFT). The resulting matrices are sparser,
leading to an earlier crossover point to the re=tie where linear scaling minimization
techniques are more efficient than diagonalization to obtain the electronic ground state.

The basis sets of DFT and HF are larger and longer range than in TB, leading to
Hamiltonian (or Fock) matrices that are larger and much less sparse. The longer range,
and more computationally demanding, interactions of HF and DFT postpone the
crossover point of O(N) minimization compared to diagonalization, limiting the benefits
of linear scaling algorithms for finding the ground state solution. The crossover point
may be achieved at smaller system sizes through smaller localization regions but only at a
cost of accuracy. Hence, whether it is advantageous to substitute a linear scaling
minimization for explicit diagonalization depends not only on system size, but also on the
degree of accuracy desired in the solution. In this paper, we will examine the question of
how desired accuracy affects the crossover point at which the linear scaling algorithms
become more efficient than diagonalization in DFT calculations.

We present the implementation of a Grassman conjugate gradient (GCG)
minimization method into a Gaussian-based DFT code. We use non-orthogonal orbitals
to span the occupied space, and discuss the technical issues related to the practical
implementation of the minimization algorithm with localization. Using this
implementation, we investigate the natural len-g.h scales of localization regions. The
tradeoff behveen accuracy and computational efficiency and scaling behavior is discussed
in detail. The method is demonstrated in fill basis calculations of SiC bulk systems
containing up to as many as 1,458 atoms and 18,954 basis fictions.

Sec. II gives some mathematical background for the reader not familiar with the
minimization algorithms. Sec. HI introduces the common geometric fh.mework of the
minimization techniques: the Gra=mann manifold.zo~’ The aim of this section is to
present this recent mathematical insight in a concise, accessible manner and to add new
perspectives that pertain to linear scaling. Sec. IV presents our minimization algorithm,
which has application to any problem that requires the sum of any number of the lowest
ei~envalues of a standard or generalized eigenvalue problem and the sub-space spanned

by the corresponding eig~nvectors. Effort is especially made to ease conceptual
understanding while maintaining mathematical rigor. The description of vector spaces is
general and deals with possible nonorthogonality at every level. Sec. V relates how
localization of the physical system at different levels translates into linear scaling of the
minimization algorithm. We also present information specific to the linear scaling
implementation of the minimization algorithm. Sec. VI gives results and numerical
analysis for our test system, silicon carbide. Our intent of this section is to evaluate the
ability of an implementation of the algorithm to obtain quantitatively usable relative
energies. We investigate this ability by mapping out the accuracy of different localization
regions compared to diagonalization.
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II. Mathematical Background

The ground-state total energy, ET, and charge density, n(r), of a molecule or
condensed matter are fundamental quantities of a system.zz Within an independent
electron picture, DFT is a common method to calculate these quantities. There are hvo
main variational formulations for these calculations – density matrixlz-19 and orbital’-’1
approaches. Both give the same total energy and charge density but obtain them in
sli-@ly different ways. With regards to notation, bold face will be used for vectors and
matrices.

The orbital formulation for systems with a gap traditionally solves a generalized
matrix eigenvalue problem

HT=SWE. (1)

For a given representation (basis set of M functions), H is the M x M Hamiltonian matrix.
S is the overlap matrix, and equals I, the unit matrix, in an orthonormal basis. ‘Yis the M
x N matrix comprised of the expansion coefficients of the M basis functions for the h’
lowest normalized eigenvectors of H. Y diagonalizes H, creating the diagonal N x N
matrix E, and defines the occupied vector space. In general, the eigenvectors are
delocalized, making Wa dense matrix.

When calculating ETand n(r) of systems with a gap, all eigenvectors are weighted
equally. Thus, only the collective properties of the eigenvectors are necessary to obtain
ET and n(r). We define Y(r) to be the projection of the occupied space onto real space;
therefore, if we approximate real space by a mesh of 100 points, W(r) would be a matrix
of 100 x N. One can obtain ETfrom the band ener=~, EB,and n(r) using

EB= Tr[E] (~)

and

n(r) = diagonal matrix elements of [W(r) V?f(r’)],thus r=r’. (3)

This formulation alleviates the burden of orthogonalization of the wavefunctions
as follows. For transformations WA=@, with A being any N x N non-sin=wlar matrix, @
spans the same space as V!. EB and n(r) are invariant as long as the equations are
generalized to handle nonorthogonality and lack of explicit normalization. The essential
information, EBand n(r), traditionally obtained by diagonalization, are now obtained in a
different manner that allows for O(N) scaling for the solution of the ground state.

For the N lowest eigenil.mctions, the matrix eigenvalue problem is formally
equivalent to minimizing the trace of a matrix Rayleigh quotient equationz3

EB(@) = Tr[(@‘SO)-*@‘H@ ] (4)

with res ect to @, under the constraints that @‘S* = I, and @*HQ=E is a diagonal
matrix.7’! As the total electronic energy and charge density of the entire system are
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desired and not of individual states, the removal of these constraints leaves EBunaltered
as long as @‘S@ is not a singular matrix. @ is nonorthogonal, and most importantly for
our purposes, made local (see Sec. V). The charge density, n(r), is also unaltered when
the following formula is used:

n(r) = diagonal matrix elements of [Q(r) (@‘S@)-1@~(r’)].z~ (5)

The density matrix formulation also obtains information only about the entire
system and not individual states. The band energy, Eq. (6), is minimized with respect to
the density matrix P, a hermitian M x M matrix:

E~(P) = Tr[PH]. (6)

AS p = 4 (4I ‘s@ )-l@’, and from the relation Tr[AB] = Tr[BA], we can see that Eq. (4)
and Eq. (6) are equivalent. The matrix P is obtained directly \vithout having to calculate
@. However the idempotent constraint PSP=P, automatic when (@‘S@)-*is calculated,
must be achieved for the ground state solution. This is usually done by utilizing (see Sec.
11~the Mcweeny purification:2’

3PSP–2PSPSP + P. (7)

III. Geometry of the Vector Space: the Grassmann }Ianifold

The Grassmann manifoldzo’” of rank N is the set of all subspaces of rank N in
some ambient (primitive) M dimensional space. There are two common representations
used in physics:

Density Matrix: P - a hermitian M x M matrix with the idempotent constraint PSP=P

Orbital:

Orthogonal W - a M x N matrix with the orthogonality constraint of T+S * = I

h~on-orthogonal @ - a M x N matrix with the constraint that (@%@)-*is non-singular.

In the ground-state density matrix formulation, the primitive space is the
M(M+l)/2-dimensional space of all hermitian M x M matrices. Each matrix is a point in
this space and defines the occupation magnitude for 2N electrons, the occupied space. To
account for any possible hermitian M x M matrix, the occupation magnitude could be any
non-negative value, most of which give unphysical solutions. A ground-state density
marnx must satisfy idempotency. The Grassmann manifold, idempotent surface15,
corresponds to the points that satisfy this condition.

The description for the orbital formulation is more involved. For notational and
conceptual reasons, we rearrange Eq. (4) by defining
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@’=(@’s@)-’@’ (s)

which gives .

E~(@ ‘,@)= Tr[ @’H@] (9)

as our functional to be minimized. Here we choose to have @ * as our variable instead of
@ as it is always the transpose that appears in our equations. Eq. (9) is in a dual basiszbzs
form where @* is the covariant matrix, one-formzg or linear-form:o, of the matrix @.
Biorthogonality, of which orthogonality is a special case, is automatically satisfied if the
inverse is calculated in Eq. (S)

@+S@=(@ kl)-h kl = I. (10)

The points in space are still defined by our occupied space, but the occupied space
is now defined by ( @‘,@) and is related to P throu~@

P=@@+. (11)

If @~ and @ are biorthogonal, then P is idempotent and Tr[PS]=2h-; therefore. the point
( P or ( @‘,@) ) resides on the Grassmann manifold. Given a nonsingular YI x JI matrix
.~ and @At, the biorthogonal complement of@ A, (@ ‘,@) and (~ A*,@A) through Eq.
(11) create the same P and thus define the same point on the Gra-ssmannmanifold.

An equivalent perspective defines each point by @ and a covariant metric of the
occupied subspace creating @f from @. If the correct metric is used, the point lies on the
Grassmann manifold. It is in this space, @ and a metric, that we minimize EB(@), ~vith
respect to @, under the constraint that the minimum lies on the Grassmann manifold. The
reason for introducing a constraint manifold into a previously unconstrained problem is
that, in an asymptotically linear scaling algorithm, the exact covariant metric of the
occupied subspace, (@‘S@)-1, is not calculated. Algorithms must address the possible
departure and return to the manifold.

Satisfying Constraints

The task of bringing the density matrix to reside on the Grassman manifold,
idempotency surface, after each update of P has been described as translations, a
Mcweeny path,’5 due to repeated iterations of Eq. (7). Using sparse multiplications, this
is an O(N) process. If Eq. (7) is used only to replace P inside of Eq. (6), creating a new
functional, the path will ideally move in close proximity to the Grassman manifold and
the minimum will be found on the manifold. If the path wanders too fhr away from the
manifold, some eigenvalues of P may diverge to -a or +~.
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Satisfying biorthogonality, adhering to the Grassmann manifold, for system sizes
(see Sec. VI) where @‘S@ is not appreciably sparse (see Sec. V) is straightforward as ~t
is most efficient to calculate the dense (0 ‘S@)-*. Eventually the asymptotic O(N’)
scaling of the dense inverse will dominate. The methods for satisfying the constraint with
linear scaling effort are conceptually very similar to the density matrix methods. Some
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methods2-5create a new fictional that also allows the path to wander in close proximity
to the surface. The final orbitals are orthogonal. Other proposals use transformation
iterations* on@ or a direct calculation* of an approximate (@‘S@)-*for remaining on the
Grassmann manifold after each update of @.

It is not plainly evident which method is superior. A nonorthogonal orbital
method might be preferable over orthogonal methods given the observation that

3*J2 The convergence rate for thenonorthogonal orbitals are typically more localized.
minimization is slower for the algorithms that are allowed to wander off of the Grassman
manifold.33 This effect was only studied for dense linear algebr% but the effects should
carry over to sparse linear algebra.

IV. Grassmann Conjugate Gradient Algorithm

Within the orbital formulation, a Grassman conjugate gradient algorithrnzo’2] is
used to minimize Eq. (4). Initially, we introduce the algorithm without the complexity of
localization, i.e. no sparse matrices. The algorithm is exactly the same as described in
Ref. [21] with the addition of the parallel translation of the gradient.

A. Properties of a Gradient

We need to define a gradient, G=V@ EB(@), to be used in producing new
conjugate search directions to minimize EB(@). In [21], it was noted that the gradient of a
iimctional should not be confhsed with its differential. The gradient must be in the
direction of greatest change of the fictional. Even an infinitesimal movement in the
direction of the gradient must cause EB to change in value; therefore, the gradient must
have no component along@ because such a direction would not change the value of EB.
This is a property of the fictional and does not de end upon the representation. For this

Eto be true, the gradient must lie in the tangent plane of@, a constraint given by

(14)@‘SG = O and equivalently @*SG = O.

A gradient requires a well-defined imer product. For an inner product ( . ) and an
infinitesimal steps in the direction of a displacement 6V in the tangent plane, the inner
product of the gradient with 6V must equal the directional derivative in 6V, given by

(G ● W) = 6E~ = d/ds E~(@+ S6V)IA. “(15)

The only form that keeps the inner product invariant between arbitrarily complete
representations, for vectors X1 and Xz defined for@ at the origin, is

(X, ● X2)= Real{Tr[(@‘S@)-’X1tSXz]}. (16)

This gives (0 ●@)= N, conserving electron number.

B. Gradient, Search Direction, and Line Minimization
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The differential of the finctiona133

does not satisfy Eq. (14). The gradient

does satis~ Eq. (14). The differential, Eq. (17) lies on a cone around the gradient. This
can be graphically seen in Fig. 3 of White et al.3JIt may provide search directions that are
suitable for minimization, but the convergence will be degraded, as the gradient is not
used. For efficiency, the differential may be preferable if incorporating S-l is too
expensive. This may be the case for finite elements353bor Mehrste11en37finite difference
representations, where the dimension of S is typicalIy larger than for an LCAO basis.

The new search direction, Z1+l,was updated by the Polak-Ribi6re (PR) forrnulazo,

h = G+I + [ ( (G+I - G) ● G) / (G ● G ) 1L. (19)

This formula gives slightly better convergence than the Fletcher-Reeves (FR) form. A
step size, A, in the search direction, Z, is chosen to minimize the fictional in that
direction. A quadratic approximation is used around the current point @ for the step size
of A in the direction Z.

EB(*+AZ)=EB(@)+ AZ@dEB/d@+%AZo H.AZ (~())

The second term is just the normal dot product of Z with the differential. The last term
here is the matrix element, H (Z,Z) of the Grassmann Hessian. The general fonmda of
the mahix element of the Grassmann Hessian, given two tangent vectors Vl and Vz, is

The overall cost of the calculation of H (Z,Z) is equivalent to the calculation of the
gradient because the expensive calculation of HZ and S2 are already necessary for the
next fictional evaluation.

To get A, set:

dEB(@+ AZ )/&i = O.

The step size is now easily calculated by using Eq. (20), obtaining

A = Z ● dEB/d@I H(Z,Z),

and @ is updated according to



C. Parallel Transport and Convergence

Since the search direction should stay in the plane tangent to @, the current Z
needs to be orthogonal to @NEWso that when Eq. (19) is used in the 1+1 GCG iteration
ZI~l will be orthogonal to @XEW.h this manner, Hessian tiormation will be properly
communicated flom one iteration to the next. This is accomplished to all orders by a
parallel trans ort of Z corresponding to the update in @. G1 should also be translated. In

EEq. (19), ZIN ‘vand GINE~vreplace Z1and G1respectively.

ZINE’V=Z1+ A @Z l+SZ1 (24)

The convergence of the algorithm can be tracked in two ways. The algorithm can
be terminated when the change in EB(@) becomes smaller than a prescribed threshold.
Termination can also occur once the norm of the gradient, Real {Tr[(@‘S@)-lGfSG]} dips
below a certain threshold. We have chosen the latter. In self-consistent field (SCF)
calculations, one must update the Coulomb and the exchange-correlation potential by the
charge density of the new orbitals. We have chosen to do this only after the norm of the
gradient becomes sufficiently small for a given potential. For dense matrices a value of
10-10and a maximum iteration number of 15 was sufficient to obtain results within a few
pRy of diagonalization.

This orbital minimization method has utility in any eigenvalue problem that
extensively uses iterative solvers. Jn electronic structure, this comprises representations
that use a much larger number of basis functions than occupied states, e.g. plane waves.”
‘o’*1finite difference~7-39and finite elements.40’J1

V. Sparse Implementation of the Minimization Algorithm

We use a Gaussian-based LCAO method implemented in the serial code
SEQQUES~2 as the framework to implement the Grassmarm conjugate gradient (GCG)
minimization algorithm. Pseudopotentials enable concentration only on the valence
orbitals, and a split-valence double zeta with polarization (DZP) basis is used. This basis
set is optimized for accuracy without explicit consideration of sparsity in H and S.

A.Sparse Storage

The implementation of linear scaling requires using a basis set whose elements “
are strictly localized in real space, e.g. finite elementsJO’41or a ti~@-binding basisz”, or
pseudo-localized in real space, e.g. gaussians made local by the use of cutoffs. Using a
local basis, H and S become sparse as a matrix element is exactly zero or set to zero once
a “sufficient” separation distance between basis fictions is reached. The specifics of
O(N) calculation of H has been discussed elsewhere434sand will not be repeated here.
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Sparse storage of M x M matrices H, S, and P was easily adapted from the linear
scaling dense creation scheme.48 The cutoff values that determine if elements are non-
negligible give errors in the total energy less than 1 pRy/atom. The sparsity pattern, a list
of the positions of non-zero elements, of S is used for the storage of surviving elements
of H and P.

The M x N matrices, @, Z, and G, have strict distance cutoffs input by the user.
Only gaussians within the localization sphere, measured from the center of an orbital
(atom-centered or bond-centered) contribute to that orbital. The option is available to
only select certain gaussians from an atom. The localization radii for the contribution of
the s-shells, p-shells, and d-shells can differ, as each shell has a different spatial extent.

The sparsity pattern of the M x N matrices of the type S@ can be determined hvo
ways. The first method is by use of cutoffs as for @. In the second method, an element is
kept if is value is above an input threshold value. In the results presented in Sec. VI, the
sparsity pattern was calculated and held fixed for each SCF cycle. Since the initial
estimate of@ was not sufficient for the second method, the initial SCF cycle used the
first method and subsequent cycles used the second method.

@ becomes sparse first while still allowing P, used in the calculation of the total
energy and charge density, to be quite extended. H, S, and P sparsify next. @‘S@ and
@‘HcIIbecome sparse last due to the interaction of the occupied orbitals mediated by H
and S. Since sparsity occurs at different stages it is advantageous for the algorithm to
exploit the sparsity at different stages. If the matrices are sparse, the matrix
multiplications can be carried out in O(N) steps by calculating only the elements that are
non-zero. A matrix needs to be significantly sparse, about 10°/0of the elements being
non-zero, before sparse routines become faster than machine-dependent optimized dense
routines. For the system sizes studied, the sparsity of@ ‘S@ and 4 ‘H@ did not warrant
sparse multiplications; therefore, they were kept dense. A similar observation was noted
in Ref. [9].

B.Action of S-l

With localization, the definition of the gradient, Eq. (18), changes. If the fill S-l,
an 0(N3) process, is calculated, then the result of Eq. (18) is truncated in order for G to
lie in the same space as @. This straightforward but ntive approach does not give the best
results.

Our solution accounts for what the action of S-* needs to accomplish when the
orbitals are localized. With no localization, S“*accounts for the curvature of the entire
primitive space in order to align the differential in the direction of greatest increase. With
localization, these orbitals are restricted to lie in a certain subspace of the entire vector
space of our basis set. An orbital is affected only by the geomehy of the vector space in
its localized region. Therefore, only part of the overlap matrix, S, is associated with an
orbital. This part of S is inverted in order to obtain the localized gradient for a given
orbital.

First we retrieve the square submatrix of S corresponding to the overlap of the
basis fictions which are allowed to contribute to an orbital. This matrix is inverted and
the result is stored in memory. The action of S-*is then just a matrix multiply of a column
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of@, a single localized orbital, by its corresponding overlap inverse, the contravariant
metric of the subspace in which the orbital resides. This method scales linearly.

C. Problems with Convergence

With our implementation of the GCG algorithm including the effects of
localization, the norm of the gradient no longer converges to zero. We do not know if this
effect is a natural consequence of localization or our lack of fully understanding the
geometry of the new vector space of localized orbitals. As long as the convergence is
consistent and to a small enough value, the algorithm is reliable.

The norm of the gradient can not be used as the stopping criteria. The
convergence is measured by

Without localization, this is exactly the norm of the “gradient.
The step size sometimes gives an increase in the energy. This occurs more ofien

with small localization values. A version of Brent’s algorithm has been implemented to
ensure a decrease in EB. For small localization regions, sometimes a decrease in EB
cannot be found in the search direction so the GCG algorithm is restarted.

VI. Results for Silicon Carbide

We test the accuracy of the GCG algorithm to resolve relative energies between
different systems with different localization regions. Silicon carbide, a wide gap
semiconductor that can be operated at high temperature and high pressure, was chosen for
its technological importance*4 and for its multiple crystal phases. The latter provides a
stringent test on the accuracy of the total energy calculations. The relative energy
differences between the 3C (cubic) and the 2H and 4H (hcp) phases49 are used for this
purpose.

As a check of the basis set, Table 1A shows a favorable comparison of our
converged calculations using diagonalization within the local density approximation
(LDA) to structural values from experirnent50 and recent relative energy calculations
using plane waves49 (LDA) and LMT051 (GGA). We relaxed the internal positions for
the hcp phases. The lattice constants and c/a ratios of the hcp phases lie within 1% of
experiment. We obtain the proper energetic ordering of the phases, on the order of 0.1
rnRy/atom.

For the two-atom 3C phase, we use up to a 12x12x12 Monkorst-Pack52 mesh. We
include the 17point, k = O,for the k-point sampling, in order to obtain the total energy for
a I’ point sampling of the Brillouin zone for the large unit cells. As the unit cell increases,
the k-points of the primitive cell fold into each other and all eventually fold into the I’
point. For example, a calculation using a 5x5x5 mesh including the 1?point of the two-
atom primitive cell of 3C SiC gives the same ener=@atom as a 250-atom r point
calculation. For the 4-atom 2H and 8-atom 4H, we used up to a 9x14x14 and a 3x1OX1O
mesh respectively. Table lB gives the energy/atom for the different phases at different
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system sizes obtained from k-point sampling as mentioned above. We will use this data
to compare the accuracy of different localization regions.

Now imposing varying localization, we investigated the accuracy, convergence,
and scaling of computational effort with system size for r point calculations of 64 to
1458 atoms. The initial occupied orbitals were formed from Sp: hybridizing the single
zeta gaussians, formed by fitting an atomic pseudo-wavefunction. The determination of
the required accuracy, i.e. the ener=~ differences to be resolved, and the corresponding
localization region is logically the first step in these calculations. Generally, if the
localization region is increased, higher accuracy is obtained. The localization also affects
directly the convergence and computational effort. The desired accuracy also determines
acceptable convergence criteria and growth of S@, which also affects computational
effort.

We started with the 64-atom system. Energies were calculated with the relined
geometry from the converged k-point calculations. S@ had fill grow~h.Table 2 gives the
energies for the different phases for a given localization including the diagonalization
result for reference and the corresponding energy difference with the 2H phase. The
localization is given as the cutoff radius for the single zet~ double zet% and polarization
shells. The double zeta shell is a single diffise gaussian for the s and p shells. A “b”
corresponds to an orbital whose localization region is centered berween two atoms and
“a” is for an atom-centered orbital. For example, a {5,4,5;b} setting centered in the bond,
with the radius of the single zeta and polarization functions being longer than the double
zeta. Four atom-centered orbitals on carbon were used for the larger localization region as
the code takes advantage of shared sparsity patterns among orbitals to use less memory
and run faster. At a 7 bohr radius cutofc the code was more accurate and efficient for
atom centered orbitals.

In order to have an equitable comparison with diagonalization and varying
localization, the energy values in Table 2 are given after 4 SCF iterations and a maximum
of 15 GCG iterations with a stopping criterion at 10-10for Eq. (26). After 4 SCF
iterations, the diagonalization calculations were converged to within O.lmRy/atom. In
order to take advantage of the smallest localization region for a desired accuracy, we
looked at the effect that different gaussian fimctions had on the energy. Near the center of
the orbital, the single zeta fimctions have a larger impact on the accuracy of the total and
relative energies than the more diffise double zeta fimctions. The single zeta fictions
give more variational freedom where the orbital has the hi~~est probability and the
strongest interactions, i.e. near the center of the bond.

With the localization radius between 5-9 bohr, having the single zeta with a larger
radius than the double zeta gave lower energies energy for the 3C and 2H structures, but
higher for 4H. Jn this range, a larger radius for double zeta gave better accuracy for all
energy differences. Above 9 bohr, the double zeta gave lower energies for all structures,
but the accuracy was mixed. Accuracy of less than 0.2 mRy/atom, which is on the order
of the energy differences for the converged results, was obtained when the radius was 9
bohr for each shell. The 9 bohr radius corresponds to the extent of the orbitals of silicon
determined by the cutoffs already in Seqquest, which give an accuracy of 1 pRy/atom. A
radius of 12 bohr gave an accuracy of less than 0.1 mRy/atom, which also was obtained
with a 9 bohr radius but only afler 10 SCF iterations. The SCF and GCG convergence
with a larger radius for the double zeta did generally better.
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As the measure of convergence for the GCG algorithm, we plot, in Fig. 1, the
absolute value of Eq. (26) for the 5,4,5-b setting of the 64-atom system for the first SCF
iteration. Fig. 1 shows three distinct stages for the convergence of the GCG algorithm: (1)
starts with linear convergence typical of a conjugate gradient algorithm, (2) hits a region
of flat convergence, and (3) then ends with linear convergence. This behavior is exhibited
in all localization regions. The duration of each stage and the corresponding transition
points vary with localization radius. The good convergence at the end is generally
accompanied by Eq. (26) being negative at some steps. In Fig. 1, Eq. (26) becomes and
stays negative at iteration number 39. This behavior occurs for subsequent cycles and is
explained as follows.

Initially, the largest gradient values are for the gaussians near the center of the
localized orbital, which are within the localization region. This corresponds to the good
initial convergence that results horn the orbitals being allowed to change in the direction
(gaussians) of steepest descent. As the gradient gets small, the size of the gradient for the
gaussims \vithin the localization region becomes comparable to the size for gaussians

outside of the localization region. The error in the gradient due to localization is no~vof
the same order of maxtitude as its length. Thus, the GCG convergence stalls, as orbitals
are not allowed to move in directions that would give a significant decrease in the energy.
Localization has effectively cut off the bottom of the bowl that makes the minimum. The
orbitals wander around the edge of this cut, as the direction that would take @ to the
bottom is no longer allowed. At the end, the sharp drop is most likely due to the hvo
vectors G and dEtid@ becoming perpendicular. Z and dEtid@ also become
perpendicular at this stage.

As convergence with localization differs from the dense case and since accuracy
depends on the convergence, convergence criteria require investigation. Because the
stopping criterion of 10-10for Eq. (26) is rarely met in a reasonable number of iterations,
the mmimum number of iterations is more crucial. Generally the ma..imum of 15
iterations achieves the same accuracy as larger maximums. In some cases better accuracy
is obtained with more iterations, but it is probably more efficient to use a larger
localization in order to obtain the same accuracy. There is a balance behveen the
accuracy obtainable and the effort expended due to a large number of GCG iterations.

A suitable stopping criterion for SCF convergence also depends on the
localization. A larger localization region will achieve SCF convergence comparable to
diagonalization, and a smaller localization may never achieve the stopping criteria used
for diagonalization calculations. One solution to this problem is to know the accuracy
obtainable for a given localization. Since less accuracy is expected from smaller
localization regions, the SCF convergence can be stopped for a larger ener=~ difference
than for diagonalization and larger localization regions. For example, one can consider
the {5,4,5;b} converged once the energy change is less than 1 rnRy/atom as higher
accuracy is not expected. This was achieved in 4 SCF iterations. The {9,12,9;a}
converged to within O.lmRy/atom afler 4 SCF iterations. If the SCF procedure takes too
long for the desired convergence, then one needs larger localization.

We now turn our attention to the growth parameter. For the 250-atom cubic unit
cell using the {5,4,5;b} setting, a si=~ificant drop in total energy was seen above 5xl 0-3.
For the accuracy expected here, growth cutoffs for the first cycle were not crucial. For the
{9,12,9;a} localization, we looked at several system sizes to determine the growth value

-T- . .



necessary to keep the same accuracy and the proper energetic ordering of the crystal
phases. For the largest system we used, 10-3was sufficient. The growth for the first cycle
was 12,15,12 using the naming convention for the localization region. The results are
presented in Table 3. The accuracy for the {5,4,5;b} localization is presented in Table 4.
This localization did not obtain the proper ordering at every system size but did succeed
with the proper ordering for the largest systems done.

As a test of the scaling for the 5,4,5-b setting, we present in Fig. 2 the timing for 1
GCG step per orbital vs. number of atoms. In contrast, perfect linear scaling gives a
horizontal line. At smaller systems, linear scaling is not expected because+the length
scales are too small for the “nearsi~~tedness” principle to take effect. The N’ scaling of
the inversion of the occupied space, @~S@,begins to be substantial around 1000 atoms.
The timing for the 1458-atom system is smaller than expected. The impact of the I@parts
should cause increasing deviation from a horizontal line. We attribute this discrepancy to
fluctuations in timing due to running on a non-dedicated machine. For the 1458 atom
system, 11.6?40of the elements of@ ‘S@ are non-zero so at this point an asymptotically
linear scaling approach might become more efficient.

In Fig 3, we show a timing plot of diagonalization and optimization w-ith hvo
localization regions ( {5,4,5;b} and {9,12,9;a}) vs. time (s). This displays the large
difference in crossover that occurs as the localization is increased. Crossover can be
obtained early, but at a cost of accuracy. These numbers are very important when
deciding if a linear scaling algorithm is suitable for a certain problem. The Lapack
routine DSYGVX, which calculates a given number of lowest eigenvalues and
eigenvectors, fi-omthe optimized library d..ml was used. All of the times are for a non-
dedicated serial 440 Mhz DEC workstation. The user time from the fimction DTIM.Ewas
used.

VII. Summary

We have introduced a method that solves for the electronic ground state in terms
of localized nonorthogonal orbitals implemented in the gaussian-based density functional
code, Seqquest. We have investigated the inherent lemgth scales involved in the
calculations and have altered our algorithm to be as efficient as possible for systems in
the range of 200-1500 atoms. We also have discussed the geometry of the involved
vector spaces with reference to recent work concerning the Grassmann manifold.

The orbital solutions can be restricted in space, a localization region, with
significant savings in computational effort. In our results, we have focused on accuracy
as being the motivating factor in determining how and if the new minimization method
code should be used over explicit diagonalization. The accuracy of relative energies of
the cubic, 2H, and 4H phases of silicon carbide have been mapped out for different “
localization regions. These results may benefit fhrther investigations by providing
starting points in the use of the method.

We showed increasing levels of accuracy to be obtainable with increasing spatial
extent of the orbitals. This establishes the method to be a promising quantitative tool for
approaches utilizing gaussians and other linear combination of atomic orbitals. The
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crossover point with diagonalization for timings of the whole self-consistent cycle ranges
from 200 to roughly 800 atoms depending on the accuracy desired.
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a (Bohr) cla energy (Ry) E2(4)H – EC(mRy/atom)
Cubic 4.0950 9.7035238

4.1196’

2H 5.7807 1.642 9.7032725 0.25139d
0.06617’

5.8127= 1.641= 0.19852b

4H 5.785 3.275 ~ 9.7035581 -0.03425d
-0.139705

5.807’ 3.271= -0.08823b

Table 1A. Structural and energetic results with diagonalization respectively compared to
experimental and theoretical values.
‘reference 16 (Expt.)
breference 17 (LMTO)
creference 15 (PW)
dPresent work (LCAO)

#of atoms
64
128
200
250
288
432
686
1024
1176
1458

3C
9.69864
9.69876

Ry/atom
2H 4H

9.70785 9.68601

9.70090 9.70086
9.70268 9.70266

9.70219
9.70316 9.70314

9.70312
9.70339
9.70348

9.70352

9.70326
9.70349

TablelB. I’pointenergiesderivedfromk-pointsamplingoftheprimitiveunitcells
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#

Energy/atom

3C AE(2H - 3C) 2H AE(2H - 4H) 4H

Diagonalization 9.69864 0.00920 9.70785 0.02183 9.68601

{5,4,5;b}
{4,5,5;b}
{5,5,5;b}
{7,5,7;b}
{5,7,7;b}
{7,7,7;b}
{7,7,7;a}
{9,7,9;a}
{7,9,9;a}
{9,9,9; a}
{9,11,9;a}
{1 l,9,9;a}
{9,12,9;a}

{12,9,9;a}

{ll,ll,ll;a}
{12,12,12;a}

9.69065
9.67891
9.69208
9.69343
9.69364
9.69418
9.69706
9.69797
9.69795
9.69824
9.69838
9.69831
9.69860
9.69843
9.69843
9.69863

0.01083
0.01192

0.01171

0.01200
0.01133

0.01165

0.00983

0.00932
0.00926

0.00917
0.00918

0.00921
0.00905

0.00911
0.00921

0.00914

9.70149
9.69084
9.70378
9.70543
9.70527
9.70583
9.70690
9.70729
9.70721
9.70741
9.70756
9.70752
9.70765
9.70756
9.70765
9.70777

0.02328

0.02417
0.02409

0.02359

0.02336
0.02308

0.02306

0.02237

0.02216
0.02200

0.02201
0.02198
0.02190

0.02195

0.02203
0.02188

9.67821

9.66667
9.67969

9.68184
9.68191

9.68275

9.68384

9.68492

9.68505
9.68541

9.68555
9.68554
9.68575

9.68561

9.68562
9.68589

Table 2. Energy in units of Ry/atom for varying localization regions in tie 64 atom SiC system.

{9,12,9;a} Energy/atom
3C 2H 4H

128 9.69850 9.70053 9.70048

200 9.70222 9.70218
250 9.70177
288 9.70269 9.70263

Table 3. setting of {9,12,9;a} with growth of 12,15,12 for ls’ SCF cycle and 10”5for subsequent cycles

{5,4,5;a} Energy/atom

3C 2H 4H

128 9.69078 9.69089 9.69110

200 9.69162 9.69183

250 9.69296
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,

288 9.69199 9.69209

432 9.69270

686 9.69244

1024 9.69349 9.69159

1176 9.69267

1458 9.69277

Table 4. setting of {5,4,5;a} with growth of 10,10,10 for IS SCF cycle and 5X10-3for subsequent cycles
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Fig 2. CPU time for one GCG step per orbital for the 5,4,5-b setting Vs. # of atoms.


